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Key highlights:
➢ Pairwise correlation computed from CNN channels 

becomes “contaminated” once there is another channel correlating 

with both channels of interest, resulting in the “confounding” effect.

➢ “Partial correlation” removes the confounding effect. Sparse inverse 

covariance estimation (SICE) also removes confounding effect and 
is more robust to estimation given limited data.

Proposed iterative SICE (iSICE):

SICE estimation with CNN:
➢ Partial correlation estimation from low spatial resolution and large 

number of CNN feature channels is challenging.

➢ The is no suitable solver available for running SICE in CNN.

• Convex solvers such as CVXPY and GLASSO do not support backprop.

• CVXPYLayers is inefficient in handling large SICE problems.

➢ We propose an effective method for SICE based on NS iterations.

SICE is defined as follows:

𝑆∗ = arg max logdet 𝑆 − trace 𝚺𝐒 − 𝜆 𝐒 1

where Σ is a sample-based covariance matrix, and det(·), trace(·)
and · 1 denote the determinant, trace and ℓ1-norm, respectively.

Proposed iSICE integration with CNN:

iSICE vs. its covariance counterparts:

Input Image GAP iSQRT-COV Precision Ω iSICE

Computation cost:
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Comparison with state-of-the-art:

Feature visualisation: Paper website & code:
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 = 𝐒−𝟏 − 𝚺 − 𝜆(sign(𝐒+) − sign(𝐒−))

𝑆 ≻ 0
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